Strategy for the prevention and treatment of chronic lung disease of the premature infant.
Based on the analyses of approximately 1,000 infants with CLD, this condition was classified into 7 types according to the preceding illnesses and the chest X-ray appearance. The profile of inflammatory enzymes, cytokines and chemical mediators supported the relevance of the classification. Since different insults to the lung with different onsets exhibit the different spectra of the disease, appropriate strategies adapted to each type of CLD should be pursued. For types I and II prophylactic administration of exogenous surfactant, early enough to prevent the oxygen toxicity and barotrauma, is important. RDS can be diagnosed by the stable microbubble rating on gastric aspirates within several minutes of birth. The application of milder modes of ventilation such as HFOV started at birth should also be remembered. The recommended strategies for type IV and V are the care of the very low birth weight infant in the fully humidified incubator with careful fluid administration to prevent symptomatic PDA, and early detection and treatment of infection by screening with sensitive methods such as the APR score. However, the most difficult problem is to identify the correct strategy for type III and III', because these types of CLD can only be prevented by the complete eradication of intrauterine infection.